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The Broom of the System: On the Quarrel Between Art and Narrative
by Louise Milne
To trans / late: to carry over from what has been silent to what is vocal, from the
distant to the near. But also to carry back.
George Steiner, 19661
The sign, wrote Volosinov, is always the site of a struggle.  It is no accident that2
normative realist narrative (in mainstream fiction, film and TV) rose to its
present state of hegemony in the same moment as its avant-garde counter-part:
the anti-narrative movement in the visual arts. The reasons why contemporary
artists approach issues of narrative from an essentially adversarial stance derive
from the situation of the first Western avant-garde, whose members were raised
in a culture which officially regarded “history painting” (of Christian and
Classical myths) as the highest Academic ideal. The force of their reaction to and
against this brief set up a powerful and complex anti-narrative agenda for
twentieth century art. Narrative came to be treated as an objective correlative
for the investigation of stylistic codes. As story diminished in importance,
preoccupations with style, with the manner of depiction, took over as the motive
force in novel art. Though certain realists found new narratives in politics,
documentary and satire, this approach found its main home in the mass media,
with few art practitioners (notably Jeremy Deller, Mark Wallinger, Ken Curry).
Out of this agenda come those strands of current art concerned with
representing forgotten, repressed or untold narratives (cf.. Doris Salcedo on the
Columbian missing, Anselm Kiefer on German history). Other strands explore
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conscious-unconscious cultural interfaces through the semiotics of gender and
desire, using psychoanalytic concepts (such as the Freudian unheimlich) to
generate uncanny, dream-like or darkly humourous effects. Susan Hiller is a
master of this oneiric mode, Sarah Lucas a practitioner of the near-comic. 
Four or five generations down the line from the original attack, all such
raprochments retain a primary deconstructive stance towards mainstream linear
narrative structure. Accelerating cultural change in any case widened the
mismatch between older templates of narrative art and their capacity to
represent contemporary experience. Throughout the twentieth-century, artists
pioneered two basic strategies: abstraction and suture (stitching); both
recognised as anti-narrational.  I focus here mainly on strategies of juxtaposition3
and suture, by now normalised across a wide range of practices, and their
present relationship to narrative. 
We can group under this heading all works made from “found” parts – what
Zumthor calls pre-existing discursive fragments  – collage & photo-collage, objet4
trouvé and mixed media, but also any mix of stylistically heterogeneous imagery
– such as Jerry Kearns’ post-pop use of cartoons and advertisements or Nora
York’s combination torch-song and satirical performances – bound together in
such a way as to make the overt collision, the seam between the parts, an
important aspect of signification. 
As the West swung to the right in the ‘80s, many artists (and critics) remained
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convinced that some kind of discontinuous representation best served the twin
goals of accurately portraying social dysfunction, while short-circuiting and so
expose exploitative and repressive narratives perceived to lie at the heart of
consumerist symbolic systems. Inbuilt tensions within multi-part forms, with a
Brechtian focus on making visible artifice and process, continued to promise
perceptual revolution. Strategic suture was revised and reinvented again and
again, in successive waves of situationism, neo-dada and lo-fi.
But straight illustration of interesting times was not in the end the most
important challenge faced by this aesthetic. As Susan Hiller comments, art is a
primary discipline, committed to the checking of codes against experience. This
function of representation is not simply illustrative. Its position vis-à-vis the
world of signs is analogous to the difference between propositions and
descriptions in mathematics; in Wittgenstein’s phrasing, you can’t mistake the
broom for the furniture if you use it to clean the room.  As experts in culture,5
artists propose and make manifest changes on the cusp of collective
visualisation, [once] manifested in art, the situation addressed by the new
imagery may suddenly leap into view, as if the creation of the imagery itself
speeds up the arrival of the situation into full consciousness.6
Narrative does something else besides telling us how we got here from there: its
prevalent forms demonstrate central differences between the private and public
media of history. In public discourse – in journalism, history and law – evidence
of slippage between individual and collective experience produces, at best,
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competing narratives, at worst, incommensurable paradoxes. Extreme examples
of this are easily recognised: any grand narrative of a battle in the mouth of the
President is totally at odds with the chaotic non-linear experience of the
participants. Unmediated and unmediatable, conflicting accounts of the “same”
events go past each other in the night and may never find common ground,
producing vicious spirals of alienation and unreality. Art can re-frame such
paradoxes of narrative, and reveal their apparent incommensurability as an
artefact of discourse. 
In normative Western narrative, a causal or linear arrangement in time is
constructed at the cost of excluding the spectator from the frame. The premise
constructs a fictitious viewpoint outside time: the only position from whence a
chronological structure can be made to seem visible and furnished with apparent
coherence. But life is generally apprehended not from an external distanced
viewpoint but rather as a kind of gestalt. It is as – or more – accurate to say that
the present moment and the collective past are embedded in each other, and in
the perceiving self, in a simultaneous space-time frame.
This is the natural terrain of non-linear art. Consider the example of Susan
Hiller’s Outlaw Cow Girl, a reconfiguration of one of her Freud Museum boxes,
and a seminal instance of strategic suture. A photograph of the outlaw Jennie
Metcalf is matched with a shelf of cow “creamers,” four in profile, one lying on its
side. The primary pun triggers exponential allusive chains: grandmother serving
tea with such a china cow – childhood frisson of shock at its faint improperness –
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reversal of orifaces – vomiting milk – milk and semen / male and female “cream”
– the woman holds the gun like a flaccid penis – playing cowboys and Indians
(but a cow-girl-outlaw)– Country & Western – a bar in Boston – old photos –
Barthes on the photograph – prehistoric face-pots – I never heard a woman
called a cow until I came to England.... an instantaneous mass of associations
reaches into and flows out through the mind in far less time than it takes
(partially) to list them.
Norman Bryson argued that it is the superfluous or illegible aspects of an image
that render it realistic: “excess” detail, provided over and around the “narrative”
core.  Actual memory works in this way too. Brown and Kulik’s classic study of7
narratives elicited by the question, Where were you when Kennedy’ was shot?
concluded that informants recount, not the main event as such, but the memory
of one’s own circumstances on first hearing the news. The drama comes
consistently tangled in incidentals: The weather was cloudy and gray; She said,
“Oh God, I knew they would kill him”; We all had on our little blue uniforms; I
was carrying a carton of Viceroy cigarettes, which I dropped.   8
Outlaw Cow-girl deploys the same mental processes, as it were, in reverse.
Contingent parts, brought into suture, produce waves of resonance across the
seam, cross-referencing further reserves of contingent detail in the viewer’s
memory, hence pulling into view, as if into a gravity well, a web of interlocking
“grand narrative” themes (death, the body, sexuality, gender). This non-
Euclidean structure permeates much interesting new work, expressly aimed at
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exploding the limits of linear narration. Thus Kearns positions his collaged
space-gun-&-hamburger-waving babies against kaleidoscopic “cushions” of
morphed Islamic ceiling-decoration and fire-bombs; spatial distortion here
registers the simultaneity of computer wallpaper, anti-war critique, the
Hollywood blockbuster and consumerist narcissism. Similarly in Brass Art’s
phantasmogorias, animated shadows have the quality of spatial singularities,
they open another dimension inside the photographic world, a dream-like
register. Inasfar as these strategies work to “clean the room”, they suggest
arrangements through curvature where the long quarrel between legible
narrative and illegible realism may be reconciled, and point forward to future
transformations of both. 
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